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Conference Schedule
*speakers are highlighted in author listings*

Friday, March 20

8:45-9:00  Welcome

9:00-10:00  tbd
Daniele Coen-Pirani (University of Pittsburgh)

10:00-11:00  What Explains Neighborhood Sorting by Income and Race?
Dionissi Aliprantis (FRB of Cleveland), Daniel R. Carroll (FRB of Cleveland), and Eric R. Young (University of Virginia)

11:00-11:15  Break

11:15-12:15  tbd
Francesco Agostinelli (University of Pennsylvania)

12:15-1:30  Group Photo followed by Lunch Served in Upham Courtyard

1:30-2:30  tbd
Victor Couture (University of California Berkeley)

2:30-2:45  Break

2:45-3:45  tbd
Steve Durlauf (University of Chicago)

8:15  Dinner at Opal Restaurant & Bar, 1325 State Street
Social, Spatial & Racial Inequality

Conference Schedule
*speakers are highlighted in author listings*

Saturday, March 21

9:00-10:00  Police Homicides: Space and Maybe Race
            Dan O’Flaherty (Columbia University), Jose Montiel Olea (Columbia University), and
            Rajiv Sethi (Columbia University)

10:00-11:00 Racial Differences in the Drawdown and Allocation of Wealth during Retirement
             Donna Gan (Wellesley College) and Seth Neumuller (Wellesley College)

11:00-11:15 Break

11:15-12:15 tbd
             Felipe Schwartzman (Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond)

12:15-1:30 Lunch Served in Upham Courtyard

1:30-2:30  Spatial Wage Gaps in Frictional Labor Markets
           Sebastian Heise (FRB of New York) and Tommarso Porzio (Columbia Business
           School and CEPR)

2:30-2:45  Break

2:45-3:45  Explaining Recent Trends in US School Segregation
           Gregorio Caetano (University of Georgia) and Vikram Maheshri (University of
           Houston)

Conference Organizers: Dionissi Aliprantis, Daniel Carroll and Eric R. Young